Equipment List:
Portable Camera Gear for Peter Haas. These are the things I use the most. There’s probably better stuff out there. I
have twice as much gear as this. But, this is what I put in my “Video Bug-Out Bag.”
Smartphone Holders + tripod:
Movo PR-1 Smartphone Grip Handle Rig: C-clamp Phone Mount:
OR… just get this whole kit for the same price:
ZOMEi Phone Tripod – w/holder-bluetooth Remote & light ball:
Iphone Lenses:
Ollo Clip lens Kit – NOTE: you will probably want to order the phone case too (or you’ll have to take yours off)
I would purchase an extra Wide Angle Lens (as wide angle is the most common for Youtubing).
The newest Iphone comes with wide angle… but only on the one side (which doesn’t help when vlogging).
(“Moment Lens” is better but… I lose these things a lot so, I’ve gone back to Ollo Clip)
Microphone:
Note: Avoid all Iphone shotgun mics – they only really work with tripods when a human is not touching the phone.
Apogee Sennheiser Clipmic digital for IOS: This was the first Apple Certified Lapel to Lightning mic (its $200) but I
guarantee you there are now a few other cheaper ones on Amazon (under $100) Lapels like this are always better than
shotgun mics mounted to the phone. Note: ALWAYS blow the lint out of your lightning plug hole first. And
ALWAYS test your audio level before shooting (or you will end up with bad footage).
Saramonic – Interview Mixer – (when you need two mic inputs for your iphone) - $180 – This isn’t “essential.” But,
if you want to upgrade to two higher level microphones in an interview style format (yet, stay on your phone).
Generally, this is a headache to set up so, I usually just pass the lapel mic (above) for simple stuff. Whenever I go
“higher level”
with two “wireless packs” I use this.
Thumb drive for Phone:
PNY Duo Link 4 -Thumb Drive – Lightning /USB - To get big videos off your phone (or backed up). $20-40
Portable Lighting kit:
FotodioX Pro LED-312DS Bi-Color LED Photo Video Light Kit - $130
Ideally, you should get 3 of these, to do a 3-point lighting setup. (2 in front, 1 in back of you).
Best Ipad Teleprompter:
Glide Gear TMP 50 Teleprompter – Portable Prompter that works with Iphones/Ipads.
Best Software:
Teleprompt+ 3 - Iphone Teleprompter Software:
LumaFusion – Most Robust Iphone Video-Editing Program: It’s awkward to use at first but, nothing else comes close.
On my macbook, I normally edit on Adobe Premiere… but, for lower qual Insta story videos, I’m getting pretty fast
on LumaFusion. I tried out four different iphone video editors before landing on LumaFusion.
Best Gimbal – for “walk & talk” with Iphone:
Movi Freefly Cinema Robot - $300

